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A long day of volleyball yesterday delayed my weekly email, but here goes! Sunday afternoon better than 
not at all, I'd say! 
 
 
Spelling- Great job to the super spellers for week five- a record 11 passed the Monday pretest and were 
excused from the practice time this week (and the final test). Another 3 scored 100% on Friday. 14 kiddos 
with another spelling coupon for scoring 100%! WOW!  
 
Reading/Writing- Started our first novel Stone Fox this week! Good conversations around the text...we've 
been introduced to the main characters (Little Willy and his Grandfather) and learned of the first problem 
(Grandfather has something wrong and won't get out of bed). Students made predictions how they though 
Little Willy would solve his problem and we also began our study of vocabulary words. Studying elements 
of the story such as setting and internal and external characteristics of each character are next! Writing 
this week was week 3 of drafting. Many are nearing the end of their drafting and moving towards the 
editing phase. We focused our conversations on adding dialogue and using proper format for it, and also 
using a storyteller voice (telling it in the moment) versus a summarizing voice (already happened). You 
may have noticed the new academic words of the week are in the newsletter too-- check it out if your 
child wants to get a head start on searching for the words!  
 
Math- Begin Unit 2 multi digit multiplication by studying patterns with zeros. A strong foundation of basic 
fact multiplication makes this unit much easier as we move towards solving questions like 6 x 89 and 
eventually 572 x 4 and 27 x 38. If your child needs more work at the basic facts of multiplication, have 
them login to Xtra Math! They can do DAILY practice at home easily. All that is needed is internet access. 
Their PIN number for login is written in the front of their planner. Contact me if you need help accessing it. 
 
Science- Mystery 2 work has begun. Ask your child about the eye model we created and what they 
learned about how eyes work. They should be able to use proper vocabulary like cornea, retina, pupil, 
and iris. Other good follow up questions would be to ask them to explain what happens if the retina is not 
the exact proper distance from the cornea, what people wear to help with that problem, and what 
happens if someone has problems with their cornea (or is born without one). 
 
Social Studies- Started our quick study of the states with the Midwest. They enjoyed playing the games 
about state shape recognition, abbreviations, capitals, and trivia about the state. They earned bonus 
tickets for our monthly ticket drawing for any 100% earned on one of the little quizzes/games. All games 
they played are linked in the Social Studies Google Classroom page if you want to check them out. Some 
kids said they wanted to challenge their parents!! Heads up! LOL. 
 
Thank you to the first family who expressed interest in being a book sponsor!! Thanks to their generous 
donation, there are more books coming your child's way in October AND November! 
 
Remember, please do not use Remind until further notice. I am unfortunately STILL without my phone 
and cannot access it. Email, call me at school, or write a note in the planner if you need to contact me. 

 


